YOUR SCIENCE IS OUR BUSINESS

Reach leading influencers, researchers, and decision-makers at every stage of the drug development continuum

Four Seasons of AAPS Science

American Association of Pharmaceutical Scientists
Advancing Pharmaceutical Sciences, Careers, and Community
AAPS brings together pharmaceutical scientists from across the drug discovery, development, and delivery spectrum. Our large, global reach includes 7k+ members in addition to more than 63k pharmaceutical executives, administrators, and scientists working in industry, academic, research, and regulatory settings around the world.

AAPS is respected for its peer-reviewed journals, educational programming, and career development assets; renowned for its year-round scientific events schedule; and relied upon as a prime resource for finding and hiring skilled scientists.

CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS TO MEET YOUR NEEDS

AAPS wants to help you share your science and expertise with our large membership and audience reach.

- Move beyond advertising and become an influencer by presenting and showcasing your scientific expertise.
- Connect and engage throughout the year through thought leadership, advertising, and sponsorship opportunities.
- Build credibility and trust with scientists globally. Scientists trust AAPS—as a partner, you become part of that circle of trust.

AAPS business partnerships help you develop relationships with leading scientific influencers, researchers, and decision-makers representing the large and small molecule drug development continuum. Whether you are interested in lead generation or thought leadership, AAPS can help you reach your goals.

We seek to understand your business objectives as well as your challenges, and provide year-round opportunities and targeted solutions that benefit you while educating and informing our members.

LEARN MORE about AAPS’ Corporate and Sustaining Partnership Program and other business development opportunities

www.aaps.org/partnerships

Erik Burns, EdD, MA, MBA, Senior Director | +1.703.248.4738 | BurnsE@aaps.org
Mary Nugent, Account Manager | +1.703.248.4775 | NugentM@aaps.org
AAPS ENGAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

BE RECOGNIZED AS AN INDUSTRY AND SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT LEADER

AAPS Partners play a vital role in developing the products and therapies that improve global health. As an AAPS Partner, your company can help pharmaceutical scientists around the world learn, exchange information, and keep up on the latest research through AAPS’ many educational programs, events, and communication initiatives.

YOUR INVOLVEMENT ENABLES YOU TO:

- **ELEVATE** and **ADVANCE** your cutting-edge research and position your company as a leader
- **LEVERAGE** your partnership with others to support and advance your business objectives
- **INFLUENCE** and foster new scientific leaders and be recognized as a career champion

AAPS offers innovative solutions that are **CREATIVE**, **FLEXIBLE**, and **COST EFFECTIVE**. Through us, you can reach the scientists who will benefit most from your expertise.

AAPS is advancing the capacity of pharmaceutical scientists to develop products and therapies that IMPROVE GLOBAL HEALTH.

**LEARN MORE** about AAPS’ Corporate and Sustaining Partnership Program and other business development opportunities

[www.aaps.org/partnerships](http://www.aaps.org/partnerships)

Erik Burns, EdD, MA, MBA, Senior Director | +1.703.248.4738 | BurnsE@aaps.org

Mary Nugent, Account Manager | +1.703.248.4775 | NugentM@aaps.org
AAPS PARTNERSHIP HELPS DRIVE ROI YEAR-ROUND.

ENGAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
AT A GLANCE

- Digital engagements
- eChalk Talks
- Custom workshops
- Sponsor/Exhibit
- Group membership
- Career development
- Customized training programs
- Employee learning

LEARN MORE about AAPS’ Corporate and Sustaining Partnership Program and other business development opportunities

www.aaps.org/partnerships
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